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Leaf Out 
Sculpture Package
UR_SKIT_005

This package features 2 x Leaf Out Large, 2 x Leaf Out 

Medium, and 2 x Leaf Out Small Black Sculptures.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Dust as needed with a soft, 

slightly damp microfibre cloth. Do not use chemicals. Not 

suitable for outdoor use.

SPECIFICS:

Hanging System: Sits flush to wall

Material: Cast Iron

Finish: Matte

Colour: Black
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Leaf Out Large 
Wall Sculpture
URS119BLK

A beautifully textured black cast iron banana palm. Works 

with Leaf Out Medium and Leaf Out Small. Available in 

black or gold.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Dust as needed with a soft, 

slightly damp microfibre cloth. Do not use chemicals. Not 

suitable for outdoor use.

SPECIFICS:

Dimensions (LxWxD): 80x26x2.5cm

Hanging System: Sits flush to wall

Material: Cast Iron

Finish: Matt

Colour: Black



Installation Guide
Please note that different wall types require specific screws and plugs to ensure 
structural integrity. We recommend that the sculpture is installed by a professional 
art installer. Please consult with a professional before installation.

STEP 1:

Measure the distance 
between hanging fixtures 
on the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture.

STEP 2:

Use a pencil to mark where 
screws will be placed on the 
wall based on your desired 
positioning of the sculpture. 
Use a drill to place two 
screws into the wall.

STEP 3:

Place hanging fixtures on 
the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture onto the 
screws. Repeat process as 
necessary with additional 
Leaf Out Wall Sculptures to 
build your feature.
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Leaf Out Medium 
Wall Sculpture
URS121BLK

A beautifully textured black cast iron banana palm. Works 

with Leaf Out Large and Leaf Out Small. Available in black 

or gold.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Dust as needed with a soft, 

slightly damp microfibre cloth. Do not use chemicals. Not 

suitable for outdoor use.

SPECIFICS:

Dimensions (LxWxD): 55x18x2cm

Hanging System: Sits flush to wall

Material: Cast Iron

Finish: Matt

Colour: Black



Installation Guide
Please note that different wall types require specific screws and plugs to ensure 
structural integrity. We recommend that the sculpture is installed by a professional 
art installer. Please consult with a professional before installation.

STEP 1:

Measure the distance 
between hanging fixtures 
on the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture.

STEP 2:

Use a pencil to mark where 
screws will be placed on the 
wall based on your desired 
positioning of the sculpture. 
Use a drill to place two 
screws into the wall.

STEP 3:

Place hanging fixtures on 
the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture onto the 
screws. Repeat process as 
necessary with additional 
Leaf Out Wall Sculptures to 
build your feature.
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Leaf Out Small 
Wall Sculpture
URS123BLK

A beautifully textured black cast iron banana palm. Works 

with Leaf Out Large and Leaf Out Medium. Available in 

black or gold.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Dust as needed with a soft, 

slightly damp microfibre cloth. Do not use chemicals. Not 

suitable for outdoor use.

SPECIFICS:

Dimensions (LxWxD): 30x9x1.5cm

Hanging System: Sits flush to wall

Material: Cast Iron

Finish: Matt

Colour: Black



Installation Guide
Please note that different wall types require specific screws and plugs to ensure 
structural integrity. We recommend that the sculpture is installed by a professional 
art installer. Please consult with a professional before installation.

STEP 1:

Measure the distance 
between hanging fixtures 
on the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture.

STEP 2:

Use a pencil to mark where 
screws will be placed on the 
wall based on your desired 
positioning of the sculpture. 
Use a drill to place two 
screws into the wall.

STEP 3:

Place hanging fixtures on 
the back of the Leaf Out 
Wall Sculpture onto the 
screws. Repeat process as 
necessary with additional 
Leaf Out Wall Sculptures to 
build your feature.


